Telelift - Logistics solutions
				 for libraries

Innovative library logistics
Library 4.0 - looking to the future today
Libraries are a huge warehouse of human knowledge.
They are places of silence where undisturbed learning can take
place. They provide space for quiet reflection and represent
a social meeting place.
As modern multimedia, educational and cultural centers, they
reach children, young people and adults regardless
of their education and nationality.
They provide free access to information, promote research,
science and lifelong learning.
In libraries, there are desks, group rooms, computers and
everything else people need to learn and work.
In a digitalized and networked society they impart relevant media
skills.
As a so-called third place, libraries also serve the purpose of
communication and social interaction. In doing so, they promote
cultural identity and social interaction.
Innovative library logistics as an important enabler
Against this background, innovative library technology is an
important enabler. It helps libraries to focus on their valuable
cultural and educational mission and to meet the growing
demands in the context of digital transformation.
Thanks to our forward-looking logistics solutions, employees are relieved of sorting and transporting tasks and library staff can spend
more time with their customers. This means that personal advice, events and other services can be expanded.
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Optimal design of the return, sorting
and transport processes
Automated from the return to the shelf
Combine intelligent components to create a clever total solution.
The Integrated Library Solution from Telelift supports the mission of modern
libraries through optimized library logistics.
With a return machine, library users can easily and comfortably return their
media and leave the rest to the system.
The system then sorts the media individually according to defined sorting criteria, registers them back in the system, activates the backup and sorts them for
further transport into a UniSortCar™ or directly into a book cart.
The number of sorting destinations can be freely selected and expanded at any
time.
Telelift‘s automated logistics system transports the single medium to its final
destination in the open stack area or magazine - even across floors or buildings.
Gently, quietly and without the need for further reloading.
This means that all media are ready to be loaned again in no time at all.
The capacity and performance of Telelift‘s Integrated Library Solution is always
tailored exactly to the library‘s requirements. The individual modules can be
flexibly combined. Spatial decoupling of the return machine and sorting greatly
optimizes the space available in the entrance area.

See the benefits of the Integrated Library Solution in
the video

Your benefits
• Relieves employees from monotonous sorting
and transport tasks
• Allows the expansion of services and library
offerings
• Supports 24/7 operation
• Increase in media turnover
• Accelerated return process
• Tailored logistics solutions
• Intelligent tracking & tracing
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The perfect solution for your
archive and highly sensitive media
Efficient collective transport - promptly and safely from the
magazine to the counter
Telelift also has an efficient solution for handling archive media.
Should multiple items be taken from or returned to the archive
simultaneously, the proven UniSafeCar™ enables rapid, safe and
efficient transport.
Spontaneous orders in the reading room or at the lending
counter are supplied in just a few minutes. Internal inventory
tasks can also be accelerated in this way. Employees can order
stacks of titles to be edited or digitized directly to their
workstations.
Gentle transport
The UniSafeCar™ ensures optimal transport, and is ideal for
valuable ancient manuscripts, prints, maps, incunabula,
microforms and of course any other type of item held in stock
nowadays.
Cars are loaded and unloaded manually. The trolley´s cardan
suspension system ensures that contents do not move if the car
switches from vertical to horizontal or inverted travel.
The soft rubberized container bottom of UniSafeCar™ also
prevents media from sliding around.

Your benefits
•
•
•
•
•
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Accelerated ordering processes
Spontaneous direct transports
Gentle transport
Manual filling up to 10 kg
Formats up to DIN-A2

Fully automated storage solution
for libraries
Space-saving, fully automated storage of media
The use of space in libraries is changing continuously. The space
for reading and studying, as well as for meetings and events, is
becoming increasingly important.
At the same time, librarians are confronted with growing media
inventories. Many libraries therefore urgently need solutions to
use the existing space and future space requirements in a more
visitor-oriented way.
To solve this issue, Telelift offers the powerful and extremely
space-saving storage system AutoStore, which can be used to
store and retrieve media of all kinds gently and automatically.
The storage system allows to expand the storage capacity of
your library many times over - without taking up additional
space. At the same time, the storage system can be adapted
to any geometric shape of a room. Even existing columns and
obstacles in the storage rooms can be easily integrated with the
highly innovative storage solution.
Via user-friendly workstations, reservations as well as
spontaneous orders can be carried out within a few minutes
with a minimum of staff.
The AutoStore system meets virtually any requirement with
storage capacity ranging from 100,000 to several million media.

The AutoStore storage system fits perfectly into any room

Due to the modular design, the storage capacity and performance can be flexibly adjusted at any time.
All AutoStore storage systems can be easily linked to Telelift‘s integrated return, sorting and transport solution.

Your benefits
• More space for workstations, learning islands, rest areas, exhibitions, and
more.
• More time for library visitors - the system can be operated by one person
• Provision and storage of media in just a few minutes
• No loss of media, no additional inventory, no stock reconciliation
• Increased storage capacity - without additional space requirements
• Adjustment of storage capacity and volume possible at any time
• Easy integration into new buildings as well as existing buildings
• Space-saving and cost-effective solution for external magazines
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Telelift – Your service partner in
			 the long term

Use our service as a pillar of your success
Regular maintenance works care for reliable functioning of the system. The combination of various service activities saves time and
money. Our comprehensive service catalog includes technical operational support, maintenance and modernization.
The Telelift service team checks and maintains the most important system components in fixed time intervals so that availability of the
Telelift system is always guaranteed.
In Germany, we have access to a nationwide service network covered by our employees. But also internationally, our customers won't
miss on an extensive and high-quality service for their Telelift systems. Telelift has excellent service partners in many countries of the
world, who look after the installations on site and support our customers. The advantages for our customers: fast service on site with
shorter delivery times for spare parts as well as checks and maintenance of customer installations.
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Our satisfied customers Extract from our reference list
Telelift - experience and competence for the internal transport of small goods
Since 1964 Telelift GmbH has been a well known name in plant engineering and system construction.
We see the basis of our success in the satisfaction of our customers. Our sales department ensures that the client’s individual
needs are met, offering solutions and services from one provider. And of course, this also includes comprehensive consultation
meetings and a broad range of services.
The customer is supported by numerous experienced and competent employees, who manufacture the products, plan the projects,
ensure the implementation and provide sustainable customer service.
Our goal is to work with you to find the optimal solution to your challenge.
Challenge us, use our experience and competence to make your everyday life easier!
Telelift has carried out numerous library projects worldwide in the last few years. An excerpt from our extensive reference list:

University Library of the
TU Chemnitz, Germany

Russian National Library,
Moscow, Russia

Berlin State Library,
Germany
German National Library
Leipzig, Germany
Stuttgart City Library,
Germany

Busan Metropolitan
Library, South Korea

National Library Indonesia
Library of Nations
Ankara, Turkey

Shanghai Children's
Library, China
Shanghai East Library, China

You can find more reference projects on our website: www.telelift-logistic.com
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Phone +49 (0)8141 315 91-0
info@telelift-logistic.com
www.telelift-logistic.com

More than 1.300 installations worldwide!
More than 50 years of experience!
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